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Title: The United States vs. Paz Joson et al.

Facts:
On October 26, 1910, in Malabon, Rizal, Paz Joson (mistress of the house), Isidoro Roque
(banker), and others were caught playing the prohibited game of “jueteng”. Seized from
them  were  gambling  paraphernalia  and  cash,  indicating  their  roles  in  the  operation.
Following their arrest, they were charged under a municipal ordinance specifically targeting
jueteng,  with  penalties  varying  based  on  role  and  recidivism;  Roque,  having  a  prior
conviction, faced a harsher sentence. Despite some defendants pleading guilty and others
not guilty, the justice of the peace court, after trial, convicted all except three, assigning
fines and potential subsidiary imprisonment for non-payment.

The  case  escalated  to  the  Court  of  First  Instance  upon appeal.  Here,  the  defendants
demurred, challenging the ordinance’s validity against the backdrop of Act No. 1757 by the
Philippine Commission, which broadly criminalized gambling, including jueteng. Despite
their convictions being upheld and their subsequent appeal, the appellants primarily argued
at the Supreme Court that the local ordinance contradicted Act No. 1757 and was thus
unconstitutional.

Issues:
1.  Whether  the  Municipality  of  Malabon had the  authority  to  enact  Ordinance No.  1,
creating and penalizing offenses related to jueteng gambling, distinct from or in addition to
Act No. 1757.

Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court held that the Municipality of Malabon had the legal authority under Act
No. 82 (Municipal Code) and its amendments to enact Ordinance No. 1, targeting jueteng.
The court further concluded that the ordinance did not conflict with Act No. 1757 but
operated concurrently, supporting municipal autonomy in addressing localized issues like
gambling without contradicting national laws.

Doctrine:
A municipality, under its charter granted by the State, has the power to enact ordinances
addressing local concerns, even if  similar concerns are covered by national legislation,
provided there’s no direct conflict. Local ordinances can coexist with national laws, allowing
for dual regulation of the same act under specified conditions.
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–  A  municipality’s  chartered  authority  allows  it  to  address  local  concerns  through
ordinances, even when national laws exist on the same matter, assuming no direct conflict
or preemption.
– Acts or ordinances that seem to cover similar grounds do not inherently conflict; instead,
they can provide complementary layers of regulation, provided the local ordinance does not
contravene the national law or the local government’s chartered powers.
–  The  principle  of  local  autonomy  underlies  the  capability  of  municipalities  to  enact
regulations addressing specific local challenges, reinforcing the broader legal framework
without overstepping national legislation.

Historical Background:
This case highlights the tension between national laws and local ordinances in the early
20th  century  Philippines,  emphasizing  the  autonomy of  local  governments  to  regulate
matters of specific local concern – in this instance, gambling – within the bounds of their
legal authority. It underscores the era’s regulatory approach to gambling, indicating a shift
towards  more  localized  control  over  such  activities,  provided  it  aligned  with  broader
legislative provisions.


